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Abstract: There is an increasing need for embedded sensors integrated into parts and mechanical components, which are often polymer based. We investigated a solution to print capacitive sensors onto elastic polymer sheets to monitor the physical contact with other adjacent components. The capacitive sensors are oriented in an array across the surface of said sheet to monitor the contact and the distance to a neighboring electrically conductive object. In the particularly investigated setup, the sheet is embedded between to metallic (aluminum) plates and the capacitance of the sensor is changed due to the compression of the dielectric material between the interdigital fingers constituting the sensor.
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1. Introduction

We investigated a design of a printed capacitive interdigital contact and pressure sensor integrated into an elastic polymer sheet. In recent years, remarkable progress has been made in the field of printed electronics mostly on flexible substrates. A large number of low temperature curable conductive inks and pastes is already available. Low temperatures here refers to temperatures below 200 °C curing temperature. These inks are formulated as polymer matrices with conductive filler particles. This particles are mostly in the µm to nm range and are either spherical or flakes made of silver [1], gold [2], nickel [3], copper [4] particle free reactive silver [5] silver nano wire [6] conductive polymers [7–9] and carbon [10,11] based materials. Many electronic structures and sensors, which required cost intensive semiconductor fabrication, can now be printed, partially or fully, for example OLEDs [12], electrochromic displays [13], RFID tags [14], and polymer solar cells [15]. Most of these structures are printed on foils and in particular polymer sheets as considered in this work. The most problematic side effect are spurious capacitances, since the measured capacitance results from a network of various partial capacitances each being potentially sensitive to pressure and deformation.

2. Materials and Methods

The capacitive sensors in the form of interdigital finger structures investigated in this paper are made of silver polymer pastes and are fabricated via screen-printing. The elastic polymer substrate on top of which the sensor is printed in the present investigation is made from a stack from various materials, but the top most material is PET (polyethylene terephthalate). This ensures that a rather unproblematic printing process can be used. The ink used to print the capacitive sensors is a formulation provided by Henkel, PF050, and is optimized for printing onto polymers. Manufacturing
of the sensor is realized by means of screen-printing with the semi-automatic screen print machine RokuPrint SD-05, where the ink has to be cured in a standard convection oven at 120 °C for 10 min. Since the substrate was chosen to be an elastic polymer compound with various thermal expansion coefficients, a jig was used to hold the sample in place while in the oven.

Figure 1 depicts three capacitive interdigital finger structures with different impedances, due to the difference in connection path length. The sheet thickness of the printed structure is 4 µm, and is covered with a 20 µm transparent protection layer, which was chosen to be either a standard adhesive foil or, alternatively, was realized as a polymer coating on polyethylene basis using blade coating.

Figure 1. Sample of a printed capacitive interdigital pressure and contact sensor on an elastic polymer sheet. Sheet thickness of the printed sensors is 4 µm, and the material of choice is a polymer matrix paste with silver particles (Henkel PF-050). The capacitive sensor is covered with a transparent protection layer with a thickness of 20 µm. This protection layer is crucial for the function of the sensor, as well as for protection.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows a measurement of the absolute capacitance change on the three interdigital spots across the sample. For this measurement, the sheet was placed between two aluminum plates which were pressed together by means of loading weights, where a maximum mass of 5 kg was placed on a total plate area of 170 cm² (corresponding to a maximum pressure of ~2900 Pa). The right most sample depicted in Figure 1 has a higher sensitivity than the other two, where their sensitivity decreases with decreasing contact path length. This contact path length results in a difference in absolute capacitance, and thus results in a change in sensitivity. All three sensors, however, show that a change in contact pressure from the elastic sheet to the aluminum enclosure results in a change of the measured capacitance.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

The measurement of the interdigital capacitive sensor shows that an increasing contact pressure yields an increase of the capacitance. This is supposedly due to the squeezing effect on the covering foil on top of the electrodes. The investigation showed that this simple technology, which is considered to be used to realize general conductive patterns on polymer sheets, can also be utilized to monitor contact or, more general, pressure regarding adjacent conductive parts. The measurement of contact as well as pressure can be performed with just a one-layer sensor solution coupled with a flexible covering dielectric, in this case a transparent foil, but also a spray coating for example, is possible and viable.
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